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Abstract: The sequential fluorination-alkaline treatment protocol has been applied for the tailoring
of siliceous ZSM-5 zeolite. The original spontaneous growth of mesoporosity in alkaline medium
is altered due to the antecedent fluorination step. The outcome is demonstrated by the apparent
delay in the mesoporosity growth, whose essential duration for the well-defined mesoporosity is
therefore extended from 30 min to 60 min. A low fluorination level decelerates the mesoporosity
growth, whereas a high fluorination level enables the achievement of the mesoporosity. These impacts
are closely linked with the alteration to the states of Al sites as the function of fluorination level.
Compared to the states of Al sites in the pristine and steamed zeolites, the electronic and steric
consequences on the environment of Al species by fluorination is proposed for the interplay with the
alkaline medium for the mesoporosity growth.

Keywords: hierarchical zeolites; fluorination; siliceous ZSM-5; dealumination

1. Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline materials with well-defined microporosity, good hydrothermal
stability, tunable compositions and functionalities. These features not only lead to their
feasible applications in various industrial petrochemical processes including catalytic crack-
ing, alkylation, aromatization, etc., but also render promising prospects in the productions
of fine chemicals [1–4]. Stringent situation of feedstocks compositions for petrochemical
processes and appearing versatile “platform” compounds from biomass resource bring
forth more requirements for the zeolite-based catalysts: enhanced mass transfer efficiency,
higher utilization efficiency of active sites and better resistance to deactivation [2,5]. Nev-
ertheless, the pure micropore networks (<1.2 nm) of microporous zeolites may constrain
their performances in these emerging fields [6,7]. Hierarchical zeolites, with the intrinsic
micropore and a coupled intra/intercrystalline mesopore networks, have proved their
potential in the emerging processes including synthesis of bulky fine chemicals, methanol
conversions, pyrolysis and biomass conversions [8–12]. Therefore, synthesis of hierarchical
zeolites attracts extensive attentions from basic research and industrial community [13–18].

Alkaline treatment has been proved as a cost-efficient top-down methodology for the
construction of hierarchical porosity in various industrial-relevant zeolites with versatile
topologies (MFI [19,20], FAU [21], MOR [22,23], BEA [24,25], etc.), which demands a precon-
dition of optimal Si/Al range with 25–50. The underlying process for the achievement of the
hierarchical porosities roots from a dynamic equilibrium between dissolution of matrix and
reverse surface passivation in alkaline medium, which is regulated by the environments
and transformation of Al sites inside zeolite [20,26]. However, in the case of microporous
zeolites with starting optimal Si/Al ratios, the fabrication of hierarchical porosity has been
displayed as a spontaneous process under the suitable treatment conditions. In other
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words, the fabrication of hierarchical porosities is confined to the limited alterations by the
external parameters including temperature and concentration of alkaline solution [27]. The
protocols beyond the external parameters are desirable given the resulting flexibility in
porosity tailoring.

In this work, a fluorination-alkaline sequential treatment methodology is applied to
the tailoring of MFI zeolite with optimal Si/Al ratio (Si/Al = 34). Accordingly, the initial
spontaneous construction of hierarchical porosities is artificially intervened, which results
in significant alterations to the achievement of hierarchical porosities. Compared to the
usual alkaline treatment, the construction of hierarchical porosities is apparently delayed
by the antecedent fluorination step. The resulting porosities still can be tailored and display
the dependence on the antecedent fluorination step as the function of fluorination level.
The implication of the antecedent fluorination step in the sequential alkaline treatment is
proposed as the intervention to the electronic and steric of Al species, upon which their
interplay with the alkaline medium is altered for the mesoporosity growth. Our results
display the feasibility of beyond the spontaneous construction of hierarchical porosity upon
alkaline treatment and therefore enrich the associated mechanistic understandings on the
governing interplays for the mesoporosity growth.

2. Results and Discussion

The fluorination-desilication significantly alters the porosity development in the
siliceous ZSM-5 zeolite. In line with the reported results, the spontaneous alkaline treatment
conditions give rise to a combined type-I and type-IV with a hysteresis in the isotherm of
AT(65,30)-Z5, which corresponds to a substantial contribution centered around 10 nm in the
pore size distribution (PSD) curves. In contrast, mesoporosity developments in fluorinated
Z5 samples are barely observed upon the alkaline treatment at 65 ◦C for 30 min. As shown
in Figures 1 and 2, the isotherms of AT(65,30)-FZ5a and AT(65,30)-FZ5b only display subtle
hysteresis loops, and the derived PSD curves evidence the suppressed contributions com-
pared to that of AT(65,30)-Z5. Nevertheless, significant mesoporosities appear again upon
longer treatment duration of 60 min. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, pronounced hysteresis
loops are observed in the isotherms of AT(65,60)-FZ5a and AT(65,60)-FZ5b, correspond-
ing to significant contributions in the derived PSD curves. The preceding fluorination
level has substantial impacts on the final mesoporosity. The mesopore contribution of
AT(65,60)-FZ5a shifts to a smaller dimension around 7 nm, whereas the PSD curve of
AT(65,60)-FZ5b similarly concentrates on the typical dimension for AT(65,30)-Z5 around
10 nm. Apparently, the antecedent fluorination step is responsible for the alterations to
mesoporosity development. Analogously, alteration to the mesopore dimension can be
also observed for the sample upon a low-level fluorinated precursor (Figure 1b). The
textural parameters derived from the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms are shown in
Table 1. The low-level fluorination step (e.g., 0.12 wt% for FZ5a) dramatically enhances
the mesoporosity development in the subsequent alkaline treatment. Accordingly, the
mesoporous surface area (Smeso) and mesopore volume (Vmeso) of AT(65,60)-FZ5a achieve
175 m2/g and 0.29 cm3/g, respectively, which are obviously higher than the parameters
(Smeso 81 m2/g and Vmeso 0.18 cm3/g) of AT(65,30)-Z5. Compared to the microporosities of
pristine Z5 and AT(65,30)-Z5, the micropore surface area (Smicro, 362 m2/g and 358 m2/g)
and micropore volume (Vmicro 0.16 cm3/g) decreased by approximately 23% and 25%, re-
spectively, for AT(65,60)-FZ5a. The high-level fluorination step (0.72 wt% F) leads to serious
reductions in microporosities (Smicro 332 m2/g and Vmicro 0.15 cm3/g) for AT(65,60)-FZ5b,
but brings about less pronounced enhancement in mesoporosities. The SEM and HRTEM
images in Figure 3 show that the pristine zeolite has smooth and characteristic morphology.
In comparison to the pristine zeolite with smooth surface, dense pore openings throughout
the external surface were obtained by fluorination-alkaline treatment, while the cube-shape
morphology is still well preserved (Figure 4a–d). The HRTEM images exhibit the alternately
bright and dark contrast areas in Figure 5a–d. The light patches are associated with the
presence of mesopores in the obtained hierarchical zeolites. Physical adsorption, SEM and
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HRTEM observations confirm the intracrystalline nature of the created mesopores by the
fluorination-alkaline treatment.

Table 1. Textural properties of pristine and fluorination-alkaline treated ZSM-5 samples.

Sample Yield [a] [%] SBET [b]
[m2g−1]

Smicro [c]
[m2g−1]

Smeso [d]
[m2g−1]

Vmicro [d]
[cm3g−1]

Vmeso [e]
[cm3g−1]

Vpore [f]
[cm3g−1]

Z5 - 377 362 15 0.16 0.06 0.22
AT(65,30) 65 439 358 81 0.16 0.18 0.34

AT(65,60)-aFZ5 72 452 277 175 0.12 0.29 0.41
AT(65,60)-bFZ5 84 440 332 108 0.15 0.25 0.40

AT(80,30) 42 446 221 225 0.10 0.34 0.44
AT(80,30)-aFZ5 66 475 280 195 0.12 0.35 0.47
AT(80,30)-bFZ5 79 445 324 121 0.15 0.29 0.44

[a] Grams of solid after treatment per gram of starting material. [b] BET method. [c] SBET-Smeso. [d] t-plot method.
[e] Vpore-Vmicro. [f] Volume of N2 adsorbed at P/P0 = 0.99.
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Figure 1. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of treated samples. (b) BJH pore size distribution
derived from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The isotherms for AT(65,30)-FZ5a and
AT(65,60)-FZ5a were offset vertically by 50 and 100 cm3g−1, respectively. (b) Barrett–Joyner–Halenda
(BJH) pore size distribution (PSD) data derived from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The
PSD curves of AT(65,30)-Z5, AT(65,30)-FZ5a and AT(65,60)-FZ5a were offset vertically by 0.3, 0.5 and
0.8 cm3g−1, respectively.
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Figure 2. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of treated samples at 65 ◦C. (b) BJH pore size
distribution derived from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The isotherms for AT(65,30)-
FZ5b and AT(65,60)-FZ5b were offset vertically by 70 and 100 cm3g−1, respectively. (b) Barrett–
Joyner– Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution (PSD) data derived from the adsorption branches of the
isotherms. The PSD curves of AT(65,30)-Z5,AT(65,30)-FZ5b and AT(65,60)-FZ5b were offset vertically
by 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 cm3g−1, respectively.
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Figure 3. FESEM and HR-TEM micrographs of pristine ZSM-5 zeolite.
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Figure 4. FESEM micrographs of fluorination-alkaline treated samples. (a) AT(65,60)-FZ5a, (b) AT(65,60)-
FZ5b, (c) AT(80,30)-FZ5a, (d) AT(80,30)-FZ5b.

 

Figure 5. TEM micrographs of fluorination-alkaline treated samples. (a) AT(65,60)-FZ5a, (b) AT(65,60)-
FZ5b, (c) AT(80,30)-FZ5a, (d) AT(80,30)-FZ5b.
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The impact of fluorination step on the state of Al sites is reflected by the 27Al MAS NMR
spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 6, the pristine ZSM-5 exhibits a significant resonance at
55 ppm, which is assigned to the four-coordinated framework Al sites.
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Upon fluorination treatment, a shift of resonance from 55 ppm to 54 ppm is observed
for the fluorinated FZ5a and FZ5b, reflecting the interaction/perturbation of fluoride with
the framework Al sites. At low level fluorination, the resonance at 0 ppm appears, in-
dicating the parallel dealumination of framework Al sites to non-framework Al species.
However, the high fluorination level leads to the reduction of the resonance at 0 ppm and a
significant resonance at −16 ppm, the latter of which is assigned to the AlF3 phases [28].
Therefore, the fluorination of siliceous ZSM-5 zeolites leads to various alterations to the
framework sites as the function of fluorination level: perturbation of the environment of
framework Al sites due to the Al-F complexation, dealumination to the octa-coordinated
non-framework Al species and formation of the AlF3 phase. The alterations, in particular
the latter two different modes of dislodge of framework Al sites, intervene the sequential
development of mesoporosity according to their interplay with the alkaline treatment
conditions. Upon the low fluorination level, the generated non-framework Al sites are
responsible for poor mesoporosity development in the sequential alkaline treatment at
65 ◦C for 30 min. It is interesting to note that such a decelerating effect is overcome by the
extension of alkaline treatment duration to 60 min as reflected by the appearance of signifi-
cant mesoporosity in the BJH profile of AT(65,60)-FZ5a. The similar delayed mesoporosity
growth is also observed for the alkaline treatment of FZ5b along the transformation to
the AlF3 phase at the higher fluorination level, in which the significant mesoporosity is
observed until the longer treatment duration of 60 min. It is worthy of noting that the
“decelerating effect” or “delayed effect” imposed by fluorination is intrinsically different to
the “inhibitive effect” imposed by the usual dealumination of steaming. The antecedent
dealumination of steaming of siliceous ZSM-5 zeolites (Si/Al = 34) has been reported
to disable the sequential mesoporosity development by alkaline treatment, which was
assigned to the inhibitive effect by the non-framework Al species due to the steaming
treatment. Moreover, our comparative steaming-alkaline treatment experiments prove
that such inhibitive effects cannot be overcome by the extension of alkaline treatment
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duration. The corresponding PSD profile in Figure 7 provides evidence of the absence of
mesoporosity development in AT(65,60)-ST-Z5 by sequential steaming-alkaline treatment
despite the extended alkaline treatment duration of 60 min.
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Figure 7. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of steaming-alkaline treated samples. (b) BJH pore
size distribution derived from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The isotherms for AT(65,30)-
Z5, ST-Z5, AT(65,30)-ST-Z5 and AT(65,60)-ST-Z5 were offset vertically by 50, 150, 220 and 270 cm3g−1,
respectively. (b) Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution (PSD) data derived from the
adsorption branches of the isotherms. The PSD curves of AT(65,30)-Z5, ST-Z5, AT(65,30)-ST-Z5 and
AT(65,60)-ST-Z5 were offset vertically by 0.3, 0.7, 1.8 and 2.3 cm3g−1, respectively.

Therefore, the above results indicate that the mode of mesoporosity growth can be tai-
lored to an intermediate mode between spontaneous manner and complete inhibitive status.
The underlying process of spontaneous manner relies on the framework Al-directing disso-
lution of microporous zeolite matrix, which is governed by the dynamic transformation
of framework Al sites [20]. The apparent outcome of such spontaneous manner is shown
as the requirement on an optimal Si/Al ratio range from 25 to 50 for the mesoporosity
development [20]. However, the presence of non-framework Al species passivates the
mesoporosity development despite their optimal overall Si/Al ratios in this case and other
reports [29]. As the intermediate mode, the fluorination step introduces a different response
to the alkaline medium, which has close association with the progress of mesoporosity.
Based on the 27Al MAS NMR results, the comparison among the non-framework Al species
and the fluorinated Al species are depicted in Scheme 1. Upon the mild fluorination level
for FZ5a, the perturbation to the [AlO4] units is proposed to result in the formation of
F-bearing tetrahedral Al sites. The high-level fluorination leads to the formation of alu-
minum fluoride phases including the ideal phases and their imperfect counterparts [28].
Such structural alterations induce a different response to the alkaline medium due to the
imposed electronic and steric consequences. The link with the origin of the inhibitive effect
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of the non-framework species enlightens the understanding of the decelerating effects by
the fluorinated phases. As an ideal structural model, the non-framework Al species is
characteristic of the unit with an octahedral coordination [30]. Compared to the tetrahedral
framework Al sites (illustration a vs. illustration a1 in Scheme 1), the octahedral non-
framework Al unit bears a higher density of negative charge density. From the viewpoint of
the charge distribution, the creation of such ideal octahedral units assembles the negative
charge, and therefore creates harder bastions to the alkaline ions, which are proposed to
account for the inhibitive effect for mesoporosity growth due to the electron repulsive
between negative charged Al-bearing species and hydroxides ([OH]−). Given the electron-
ically neutral character of the overall zeolite, such impacts refer to the redistribution of
negative charges within the zeolite framework. At least, the fluorination step introduces
the electronic and steric impacts on the framework and non-framework Al species. As
shown in Scheme 1, the fluorine ligand enhances the charge density of the tetrahedral
unit due to its smaller radius, which inhibits the interplay with hydroxides. On the other
hand, the introduction of the fluorine ligand reduces the symmetry of the tetrahedron and
therefore enhances the interplay with the alkaline media. In the case of octahedral state,
the introduction of fluorine ligand reduces the negative charge’s density along with reduc-
ing the size of the unit. The balance of these opposite factors decides the overall interplay
with the alkaline hydroxides and the corresponding growth of mesoporosity. Upon the low
level of fluorination, the enhanced charge effect overtakes that of the reduced symmetry,
which therefore decelerates the mesoporosity. As the comparison with pure O-coordinated
non-framework Al species upon steaming treatment, the F-coordinated non-framework Al
species ease the strong repulsion to the hydroxides, which enables the mesoporosity growth
inside the fluorinated zeolites. Compared to the inhibitive effect by the steaming step,
the fluorination step brings the enabling impact for the generation of mesoporosity despite
its apparent longer essential duration. It is interesting to note that the essential duration can
be eliminated by the harsh alkaline treatment conditions. The enhanced alkaline treatment
temperature accelerates the mesoporosity development. Upon alkaline treatment at 80 ◦C,
the pronounced hysteresis loops and significant contributions are observed upon the dura-
tion of 30 min as shown by the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and the derived PSD
curves of AT(80,30)-aFZ5 and AT(80,30)-bFZ5, respectively (Figure 8). Meanwhile, upon
the harsh alkaline treatment, the fluorination step fully demonstrates its beneficial impacts
on the achievement of significant well-defined mesoporosity. Therefore, this suggests the
alteration of the interplay between fluorine-bearing species and alkaline medium as the
function of fluorination level and treatment conditions.

The sequential fluorination-alkaline treatment protocol has been successfully designed
for the creation of hierarchical porosities inside Al-rich ZSM-5 zeolites (Si/Al < 15). In
the case of the Al-rich ZSM-5 zeolites, the critical roles of fluorination have been owed to
the F-Al complexation effects, which are responsible for the alleviation of initial strong
resistance of high-density Al sites to the alkaline medium and the regulated hydrolysis
process to sustain the growth of mesoporosity. The application of fluorination-alkaline
treatment protocol to the siliceous ZSM-5 uncovers a different side of the fluorination step
which cannot be observed in the case of Al-rich ZSM-5 counterpart.

The interplays between non-framework Al species and mesoporosity development
still demand fundamental insights, which, however, are confronted with multiple and
long-term challenges including the elaboration of the precise structure of non-framework
Al species and the mechanistic understandings on the working modes [30]. It should be
noted that the schematic descriptions in Scheme 1 are simplified ideal models, and their
amending to the complexed non-framework Al species requires further efforts. Our attempt
is based on our accumulation on this topic for years, and is beneficial to stimulate more
discussion and insights [23,28,31].
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Scheme 1. The Schematic depiction of the comparison among the non-framework Al species (a) and
the fluorinated Al species (b,c).
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Figure 8. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of sequential fluorination-alkaline treated samples.
The alkaline treatment temperature is 80 ◦C. (b) BJH pore size distribution derived from the adsorption
branches of the isotherms. The isotherms for AT(80,30)-FZ5a and AT(80,30)-FZ5b were offset vertically
by 70 and 150 cm3g−1, respectively. (b) Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution (PSD)
data derived from the adsorption branches of the isotherms. The PSD curves of AT(80,30)-Z5,
AT(80,30)-FZ5a and AT(80,30)-FZ5b were offset vertically by 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 cm3g−1, respectively.
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3. Experimental Section
3.1. Sample Preparation

Sequential fluorination-desilication: The commercial ZSM-5 zeolite (Z5, Si/Alnominal = 34,
HuangMa Chemical Co., Ltd., Nanjing, China) was used as the starting material. The
pristine ZSM-5 was firstly impregnated with the aqueous NH4F solution according to the
impregnation method. Typically, ZSM-5 powder was stirred in the NH4F solution (0.32 M
and 0.60 M, weight/volume ratio for zeolite to solution is 1:3) at room temperature for 8 h.
The impregnated samples were dried at 120 ◦C overnight, and calcined at 550 ◦C for 3 h.
The obtained sample is coded as FZ5a and FZ5b in which a (0.12 wt%) and b (0.23 wt%)
corresponds to the F loading on Z5, respectively. Then, the fluorinated sample was then
alkaline treated in a polypropylene flask by an aqueous NaOH solution (0.2 M) at 65 ◦C or
80 ◦C for 30 min or 60 min. The alkaline-treated samples were collected by centrifugation
(4000 rpm for 5 min), thoroughly washed and dried at 120 ◦C overnight. Finally, these
samples were transformed to protonic-form by a threefold ammonium-exchange (NH4NO3
solutions, 0.8 M) and subsequent calcination at 550 ◦C for 3 h. The final H-form zeolites
are designated as AT(x, y)-FZ5a and AT(x, y)-FZ5b, where x and y represent the alkaline
treatment temperature (◦C) and alkaline treatment time (minutes), respectively.

Comparative spontaneous alkaline treatment: The spontaneous alkaline treatment
of the same pristine ZSM-5 zeolite was conducted as the same procedures as described
for the alkaline treatment of fluorinated zeolites. After the same ammonia-exchange and
calcination steps, the obtained zeolite is designated as AT(x, y)-Z5,where x and y represent
the alkaline treatment temperature (◦C) and alkaline treatment time (minutes), respectively.

Comparative steaming-alkaline treatment: Pristine ZSM-5 zeolite powder was firstly
pressed into pellets under 3.0 MPa for 1 min, and then crushed into granules of around
5 mm to minimize the pressure-drop during the steaming process. Approximately 10 g of
zeolite granules were loaded in a fixed quartz reactor and heated to 600 ◦C with a ramp
rate of 5.6 ◦C min−1 in dry air flow under ambient pressure. Afterwards, water vapor
(0.8 mL min−1) was charged and the dry air flow was stopped. After 3 h of steaming
treatment, the water injection was stopped, and the steamed zeolite was cooled and dried
under air flow. The obtained zeolites are denoted as ST-Z5. These steamed samples were
subsequently subjected to the same alkaline treatment as the above same procedures. After
the same ammonia-exchange and calcination steps, the obtained zeolite is designated as
AT(60, y)-ST-Z5,where y represents the alkaline duration in minutes.

3.2. Characterization

Nitrogen adsorption measurements were carried out at −196 ◦C on a Micromeritics
ASAP-2020 analyzer. Prior to analysis, each sample was evacuated at 350 ◦C for 10 h. Field
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) measurement was performed with JEOL
JSM-7800F at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. High resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HRTEM) measurement was performed with a JEOL JEM-2100 at an accelerating
voltage of 120 KV. Solid NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AVANCE III 500 MHz
spectrometer equipped with a 4 mm MAS probe. 27Al MAS NMR spectra were recorded at
a resonance frequency of 130.3 MHz with a spinning rate of 12 KHz. Chemical shifts were
referenced to 1 M of Al(NO3)3 at 0 ppm as a reference. The spectra were accumulated for
1000 scans with π/12 flip angle and a 2 s pulse delay.

4. Conclusions

The sequential fluorination-alkaline treatment is committed to the tailoring of the
siliceous ZSM-5 zeolite (Si/Al = 34). The spontaneous growth of mesoporosity inside
siliceous ZSM-5 zeolite is thereby intervened by the antecedent fluorination step. As a
consequence, the essential duration for the achievement of well-defined mesoporosity
is extended from 30 min for pristine zeolite to 60 min for the fluorinated zeolite. The
fluorination leads to the various alterations to the framework sites as the function of
fluorination level: perturbation of the environment of framework Al sites due to the Al-
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F complexation, dealumination to the octa-coordinated non-framework Al species and
formation of octa-coordinated aluminum fluoride phases. At least, the introduction of
fluorine-ligand gives simultaneous electronic and steric impacts on the interplay between
fluorinated zeolite and alkaline medium. Upon the low fluorination level, the charge
effect overtakes that steric effect, which intensifies the electronic repulsion to the alkaline
medium and therefore decelerates the mesoporosity growth. On the other hand, the steric
effect overtakes the charge effect at the high fluorination level for F-coordinated non-
framework Al species and eases the strong repulsion to the hydroxides. Compared to the
inhibitive effect imposed by steaming, high level fluorination brings an enabling effect for
mesoporosity growth. The impacts of fluorination-alkaline treatment on the mesoporosity
growth of siliceous zeolite uncover more sides of the interplay between framework/non-
framework Al species and alkaline medium, and provide insights into the understanding
of the tailoring of porosities.
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